Abstract: Estimating reliability for scales or factors is an essential data analysis step in much of the research in developmental science. In this article, we demonstrate the importance of using the appropriate statistical method and underlying correlation matrix to estimate reliability for dichotomous data that represent a normally-distributed latent factor. We used an example case of three waves of adolescent data collected from responses to the Selection, Optimization, and Compensation questionnaire (SOC; Freund Baltes, 2002) of intentional self-regulation to illustrate how calculating composite reliability (or ) using tetrachoric correlations provides a more accurate estimate of reliability when compared to both raw covariance-based , as well as raw covariance-based and tetrachoric correlation-based Cronbach's approaches. In addition, we describe methods for calculating each of these approaches to reliability estimation, and we offer suggestions for future researchers for estimating reliability for such dichotomous data. Christopher.Napolitano@tufts.edu Reliability for Dichotomous Data 2
illustrate how calculating composite reliability (or É) using tetrachoric correlations provides a more accurate estimate of reliability when compared to both raw covariance-based É, as well as raw covariance-based and tetrachoric correlation-based Cronbach's ± approaches. In addition, we describe methods for calculating each of these approaches to reliability estimation, and we offer suggestions for future researchers for estimating reliability for such dichotomous data.
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Calculating estimates of internal reliability for scales is an essential data analysis step in many life-span developmental research projects. Accurate estimates of internal reliability are critical, as misestimated reliability for a scale may result in incorrect interpretations of the relations of interest, or the unnecessary removal or replacement of items or scales from analyses.
While some scholars have highlighted limitations to particular statistical techniques for computing reliability (e.g., Raykov, 1997; Sijtsma, 2009) , accurately estimating reliability also depends on employing a suitable correlation matrix for assessing the data at hand (see also Geldhof, Preacher, & Zyphur, in press) . In this article, we illustrate the importance of using the appropriate approach to estimating reliability for a particular type of data: dichotomous items that represent a normally-distributed item true scores.
This article is organized in four sections. We begin by describing and offering the strengths and limitations of four methods to calculate internal reliability. We next introduce the sample data for this paper, which are derived from dichotomous responses to the Selection, Optimization, and Compensation questionnaire (SOC; Freund & Baltes, 2002) of intentional self-regulation (ISR). Third, using three waves of data collected from adolescents, we calculate and compare the reliability estimates of SOC using four approaches to estimating reliability. We conclude by interpreting these results and by offering suggestions for estimating reliability for dichotomous questionnaire responses that represent a normally-distributed latent construct.
Cronbach's ± and KR-20
Easily computed in most statistical packages (e.g., SPSS, SAS), Cronbach's ± (1951) is the most common method for calculating reliability for continuous data. Cronbach's ± is calculated using the following formula:
where α is a function of the average inter-item covariance within a scale ( � ), the variance of the scale score (
2 ), and the number of items included in the scale ( ). Based on the KuderRichardson Formula 20 (KR-20; Kuder & Richardson, 1937 ), Cronbach's ± is mathematically equivalent to KR-20 for scales with dichotomous items. While estimating reliability for dichotomous items using Cronbach's ± / KR-20 is convenient, at least two issues limit this technique's utility for estimating reliability for scales with dichotomous data that represent a normally-distributed latent construct.
First, the default setting for computing Cronbach's ± / KR-20 in popular statistical packages involves using raw convariances for computation, which assumes a binomial distribution for dichotomous data. For the type of data relevant to this research (dichotomous items that represent a normally-distributed item true scores), it is more appropriate to compute
Cronbach's ± / KR-20 using the tetrachoric correlation matrix (Pearson, 1901) , which assumes a normal distribution. While it is technically possible to compute Cronbach's ± / KR-20 using tetrachoric correlations with any statistical package that provides these values, this procedure can be cumbersome and is not common in the literature.
The second limitation of Cronbach's ± / KR-20 is based in the mathematical calculation of the values. Cronbach's ± / KR-20 assumes that all items are equally good representations of a scale's underlying latent construct (Novick & Lewis, 1967) . This supposition, is termed essential tau-equivalence, and it is rarely tenable in the social sciences (Raykov, 1997) . Because of these limitations, the typical approach to calculating Cronbach's ± / KR-20 using popular statistical packages will result in a lower-bound estimate of reliability.
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Composite Reliability (É)
There are alternate methods of estimating reliability that involve using the true score variance of dichotomous items. A notable example is termed composite reliability, or coefficient McDonald, 1999) , which can be calculated using the following formula:
where the numerator represents the scale score's true score variance and the denominator represents the total variance of the unit-weighted scale score. Composite reliability has been forwarded as superior to Cronbach's ± / KR-20; however, few applied examples involving the estimation of reliability using É exist in the life-span developmental literature.
Because composite reliability estimation is based on the true score variance of items, it is calculated using factor analysis. The default estimator for most factor analysis software is the maximum likelihood (ML) approach, which uses raw covariances to calculate parameter estimates. While using an ML-based estimator to calculate É provides accurate estimates of reliability for continuous data, it is more accurate to estimate the reliability of dichotomous data that represent a normally distributed true scores using a weighted-least squares-based (WLS) estimator and parameter estimates based on the tetrachoric correlation matrix (Rhemtulla et al., 2010) . In sum, a WLS-based approach using tetrachoric correlations is the most appropriate method for estimating reliability for dichotomous data that represent normally distributed true scores. Computing É from tetrachoric correlations therefore provides a reliability estimate that is sensitive to heterogeneous item quality and uses values consistent with the categorical nature of the data.
The Selection, Optimization, and Compensation Questionnaire
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To illustrate the utility of a WLS-based É approach to estimating reliability for dichotomous data that represent a normally-distributed latent construct, we will compare various reliability estimates for three waves of adolescent-reported data from the SOC questionnaire ( Freund & Baltes, 2002) of ISR. We chose to use data from the SOC questionnaire for methodological and conceptual reasons. First, the SOC questionnaire format uses forced-choice dichotomous items that should each represent normally distributed item true scores. Prior research using this questionnaire has also reported low reliability, as calculated by rawcovariance-based Cronbach's ± (e.g., Mueller et al., 2011; Napolitano et al., 2011b; Schmid et al., 2011; Zimmerman, Phelps, & Lerner, 2007) , despite the use of tetrachoric correlations for hypothesis testing.
Given the conceptual utility and empirical validity of the SOC construct, it is important to accurately assess the internal reliability of SOC in various samples across the breadth of the life span. The purpose of this research, therefore, is to illustrate that estimating reliability for dichotomous SOC data with a WLS-based É approach using tetrachoric correlations provides a more accurate estimate of reliability when compared ML-derived É, Cronbach's ± computed using raw covariances, and Cronbach's ± computed using tetrachoric correlations.
Method Participants
We used data from the 4-H Study of Positive Youth Development, a longitudinal study of youth and their families that, at this writing, includes 7,071 youth from 42 states. See Lerner et al. (2005) for full details of the methodology of the study.
The present research analyzes data from all youth who participated in at least two waves of data collection across Waves 6 to 8 (Grades 10 to 12). The Wave 6 (Grade 10) sample 
Measure
We analyzed a nine-item composite to index SOC at each of the three waves of data collection. This nine-item composite includes a subset of items in the SOC questionnaire (Freund & Baltes, 2002) . This composite was originally proposed by Gestsdóttir and Lerner (2007) , and has commonly been used an index of ISR in the adolescent development literature (e.g., Bowers et al., 2011) . The composite contains items from each of the three core SOC concepts: Selection, Optimization, and Compensation. Selection involves developing a goal hierarchy and the commitment to a goal or set of goals. Optimization refers to the acquisition and investment of Reliability for Dichotomous Data 8 means to achieve one's goals. Compensation refers to the use of strategies that allow one to overcome goal-related obstacles in order to maintain a given level of functioning (Freund & Baltes, 2002 
Analyses
We calculated the reliability of the nine-item SOC composite across three waves of longitudinal data using four approaches: 1. Cronbach•s ± using raw covariances; 2. Cronbach•s ± using tetrachoric correlations; 3. É using raw coviarances; and 4. É using tetrachoric correlations. First, we calculated Cronbach•s ± using raw covariances using the "RELIABILITY" function in SPSS 21. Next, we calculated Cronbach•s ± using tetrachoric correlations in Mplus 7. To do so, we used the method described by Geldhof and colleagues (in press), which involved specifying three independent fully-saturated models that included only item covariances, with items specified as categorical and using the WLSMV estimator. We then input these values into the earlier-described Equation 1.
The final two approaches involved calculating É using estimates derived from two sets of confirmatory factor analyses (CFAs) in Mplus 7. The third approach to calculating reliability for SOC involved fitting three single latent factor CFA models of the nine-item SOC factor using the ML estimator, which utilizes raw covariances for estimation. The final approach to calculating reliability for SOC involved fitting three single latent factor CFA models of the nine-item SOC Reliability for Dichotomous Data 9 factor using the WLSMV estimator and specifying all items as categorical, which utilizes the tetrachoric correlation matrix for estimation.
Results
The results indicated that both approaches using raw covariances provided a lower reliability estimates for the 9-item SOC scale when compared to the methods that employed the tetrachoric correlations. This difference reflects the fact that the two sets of estimates made qualitatively different assumptions about the data and thus estimated qualitatively different parameters. The composite reliability (É) estimates computed using tetrachoric correlations demonstrated that the nine-item SOC composite was characterized by acceptable reliability in all analyses, and the tetrachoric-correlation-based Cronbach's ± estimates yielded similar values. In contrast, both raw covariance approaches provided much lower reliability estimates. Table 1 displays the reliability of the nine-item SOC scale as indexed by raw covariance-based Cronbach•s ±, tetrachoric correlation-based Cronbach's ±, raw covariance-based É, and tetrachoric correlation-based É for Waves 6, 7, and 8. Table 1 about here
Discussion
These results highlighted the utility of estimating reliability using tetrachoric correlations when items are dichotomous and represent normally distributed true scores. In contrast, Cronbach•s ± and É computed using raw covariances provided lower reliability estimates for the nine-item SOC factor across Waves 6, 7, and 8 because these data were not binomially distributed. While some recent research has estimated the reliability of SOC using tetrachoric Reliability for Dichotomous Data 10 correlations (e.g., , raw-covariance-based reliability estimates for SOC have been used frequently in the developmental literature (e.g., Mueller et al., 2011; Napolitano et al., 2011b; Schmid et al., 2011; Zimmerman, Phelps, & Lerner, 2007) and may have resulted in potential misinterpretation of the scale's psychometric characteristics.
The results also illustrated that Cronbach•s ± and É computed using tetrachoric correlations provided acceptable and relatively similar reliability estimates. We suggest that future research involving SOC, or other dichotomous items that each represent a normallydistributed true score, should calculate reliability using a tetrachoric correlation-based É approach for two reasons. First, computing É in factor analysis programs like Mplus is currently more efficient than computing Cronbach•s ± in these same programs. Second, as discussed earlier, while the estimates for these data were relatively similar, Cronbach•s ± generally provides a lower bound estimate of reliability by assuming tau-equivalence. Composite reliability based on tetrachoric correlations, on the other hand, is quickly calculated and provide the most accurate representation of the internal reliability of a construct of interest with dichotomous data.
Reliability for Dichotomous Data 11 The model fit for the Wave 6 and 8 models was poor (CFI = .865 and .888, respectively) in part because the ML estimator assumes a binomial distribution for these normally-distributed dichotomous data. Since the standard errors of a poorly-fitting model may be untrustworthy, these exact É values may somewhat biased. However, the Wave 7 model had acceptable fit (CFI= .93) and displayed a similarly lower-bound reliability estimates when compared to the same-Wave tetrachoric correlation É estimates.
